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Ranking of Civil service coaching institutes, 2017 
 

As we promised, we are coming up with ranking of coaching institutes to protect the youth phase of aspirants and hard 

earned money of parents. By this we will recognise the coaching institute with good faculty team and try to weed out 

the unworthy and cheating institutes with the suffix ‘IAS Academy’. The survey was conducted by ‘Voice for India’ a 

pro India think tank with network of members across India. We thank the members of this think thank for spending 

their precious time in surveying. We are indebted to some of the service candidates who gathered opinion in their 

respective training institutes including LBSNAA in Mussoorie and Sardar Patel academy in Hyderabad.  We also thank 

some popular social activists in Maharashtra and Delhi, members of rating agencies in India for nurturing us in this 

initiative. This ranking is valid for one year. Further charitable civil service coaching institutes will not come under this 

ranking. You can also find this ranking in www.voiceforindia.com.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Sample Source composition of Survey 
S No Category Weightage 
1 Last batch service candidate’s feedback 30% 

2 Last batch aspirant’s feedback 20% 

3 Previous years’ service candidate’s feedback 25% 

4 Previous years’ aspirant’s feedback 10% 

5 Our team members observation 10% 

6 Opinion of Whistle blowers among institutes’ staff 5% 

 Total 100% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameters  of Survey 
S No Category Weightage 

1 Faculty’s ability to teach 20% 

2 Syllabus coverage 20% 

3 Usefulness of tests 15% 

4 Extent of predictions  15% 

5 Number of classes by main faculty  10% 

6 Track record of the institute  10% 

7 Attitude of institute’s staff towards aspirants 5% 

8 Infrastructural facilities  5% 

 Total 100% 

Sample Size of Survey 

 Subjects In numbers 

General Studies  Both Prelims and  
Mains  

300 

Popular optional  
subjects 

Public Administration  
And Geography.  

200 

Other optional 
Subjects  

Sociology, Tamil, History, 
Political science and Anthropology. 

 

100 

http://www.voiceforindia.com/
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Note: For the past 2 to 3 years, Chennai despite having the privilege of many public Ad stalwarts, none of them have 

tuned themselves with changing course of UPSC which resulted in meagre number of selection of aspirants from Pub 

Ad optional both in interview and final list from Tamil Nadu. 

Yet Pub Ad continues to take lion’s share in final selection because of Delhi based coaching institutes. Considering the 

welfare of aspirants, the VOICE FOR INDIA ranking committee unanimously suggests Pavan Kumar IAS Institute ONLY 

for Pub Ad (no need to go for Delhi, join online courses). 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: Unexpectedly the survey rejects Mr D Shankar as popular faculty, probably due spending less time on Geo 

optional subject and more on developing his institution which provides coaching for multiple streams of competitive 

exams. Moreover in recent years he takes only few chapters that too in least number of classes. For instance, in last 

batch he was substituted with two alternative faculties who in turn reduced the number of classes sharply.  

But, considering his commitment and long term association with this field, ‘VOICE FOR INDIA’ ranking committee with 

majority of 7/8 votes, adds him in third slot, along with Mr. M. Shunmugam as a matter of grace.  

 

 

  

 

 

Note 1: The survey opinioned for Mr. Joseph (Officers IAS Academy) as number one, unfortunately he was replaced by 

Mr. S. Saravana Kumaran in the forthcoming batch. Though Mr Kumaran is a successful civil servant, yet he needs to 

prove his acumen in sociology. We will watch his performance this year and rank him based on it.   

 Note 2: Since the survey din’t find any other faculty other than above mentioned three including Mr Joseph we leave 

the 3rd slot blank. 

 

 

 

 

Public Administration 
Rank Faculty Name  Associated Institute  
1 Mr M. Karthikeyan TIME IAS Academy 

2 Mr.Ganesa Subramaniyan Ganesh’s IAS  

3 Mr.R.A.Israel Jebasingh and  
Mr Sivakumar 

Officers IAS Academy 

Geography 

Rank Faculty Name  Associated Institute  
1 Jojo Mathews and Shashank Atom ALS (Online class in Chennai) 

2 Mr RaviKumar TIME IAS Academy 

3 
 

Mr. M. Shunmugam Vetri IAS academy  

Mr. D Shankar  Shankar IAS Academy  

Sociology 

Rank Faculty  Associated Institute 
1 Mr.S.Sivarajavel  Smart Leaders IAS 

2 Mrs. Rajitha Shivashankar Shankar IAS Academy  

3 Nil Nil 

https://www.facebook.com/karthikeyan.mahalingam.7?fref=pb&hc_location=friends_tab
http://www.businesstoday.in/magazine/cover-story/enterprising-indiansjojo-mathews-shashank-atom-manoj-kumar-singh/story/21006.html
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Note 1: Since the survey voiced equally for both Dr. T. 

Shankara Saravanan and Dr. Devira, we put them 

together in slot 2.  

 

 

 

 

Note 1: In this majority of the aspirants favoured Mr. P 

Saravanamoorthy who is now the face of Shankar IAS 

Academy.  

 

 

Note 1: More than 2/3 of the survey voiced for 

Mr.K.Kamaraj.  

Note 2: Since the survey didn’t find any other faculty 

other than above mentioned two, we leave the 3rd slot 

blank.  

 

Note 1: The survey near unanimously opinioned for Mr 

Sreedhar.   

Note 2: Since the survey did not find any other faculty 

other than above mentioned two, we leave the 3rd slot 

blank.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tamil 

Rank Faculty Name  Associated 
Institute  

1 Dr R. K. Nagu -  

 
2 

Dr. T. Shankara Saravanan TIME IAS Academy 

Dr. Devira Santhosh & Sabari,  
Institute for IAS Exam 

3 Dr. N. Ilango Shankar IAS 
Academy  

History 

Rank Faculty  Associated Institute 

1 Mr. P Saravanamoorthy Shankar IAS Academy  

2 Mr Sreedhar  TIME IAS Academy 

3 Mr. M.A.Sadik Smart Larders IAS 

Political science  

Rank Faculty  Associated Institute 

1 Mr.K.Kamaraj Kamaraj IAS Academy 

2 Mr. S.P. Rajkumar  Vetri IAS academy  

3 Nil  Nil 

Anthropology  

Rank Faculty  Associated Institute 

1 Mr Sreedhar  TIME IAS Academy 

2 Mr.R.Rangarajan Officers IAS Academy 

3 Nil Nil 
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Note 1: As per the survey, despite being the new entrant Officers IAS Academy caught the imagination of aspirants.  

Note 2: As for as Paper II of the preliminary exam is concerned, comprehension is the major component where 
institutes have little to offer. Hence, in order to save the hard earned money of aspirants, VOICE FOR INDIA ranking 
committee suggests to join any maths specific institutes as they are providing coaching at much affordable rate. We 
need more time to survey them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1: As explained in the March month Current Affairs Capsule editorial, since Chennai is in no dearth of civil service 
mentors but they are scattered due to commercial and other considerations. For example, once a faculty becomes 
popular, then he starts his own institute. There after he spends much of his time on administration of the institute than 
academic matters. The net result is that none of the institutes have complete set of good team for GS Mains.  
So the ranking committee suggests institutes to come with paper specific batch to leverage their strength. If they don’t 
come up with such paper specific module then aspirants can understand their desire to haunt your carrier for money. 

Further we also appeal to the institutes to have collaboration with each other as evident in the 2010 when almost all 
stalwarts took class in the same institute - Manidha Naeyam IAS Academy. For instance, Shankar institute can invite 
Mr Kalidoss Palanisamy of TIME IAS for teaching economics as a freelance to plug in their weakness in economics. 
Similarly, TIME IAS can request Mr Joseph for sociology and Officers IAS can invitee Mr. P Saravanamoorthy for History.  

Note 2 (GS 3): The survey registers its deep displeasure for non-availability of UPSC oriented faculties for Economics 
which is major part of GS 3. Hence to reflect the aspirant’s conscience we leave 2 slot blank. However, ranking 
committee voted with 6/8 majority to give 3rd rank for Officers IAS as Mr Israel takes major portion of this paper. 

Note 3 (GS 4):  Since the survey didn’t find any other institute other than above mentioned two, we leave the 3rd slot 
blank. The continuing high fluctuations in marks in this paper reveals the divergences in approaches. As Ethics paper is 
one of the deciding factor in getting service the committee suggest not to confine themselves with any one institute 
rather they must have exposure to approaches of Ethics experts in Delhi institutes like Mr Manoj K. Jha. 

 
Essay: Despite being a one of the three deciding factor in main exam for getting into service, Chennai based 

institutes focus less on Essay. Most of them have neither class nor test series. If at all exist, it is not upto pan India 
standard. Hence ranking committee unanimously (8/8 vote) recommends GS Score ( Mr Manoj K. Jha) test batch for 
Essay (just go with online).  

 
                                                                                                   Regards 

                                                                                                        V. ManiKandan alias V.M.K 

                                                                                                          Chair of VOICE FOR INDIA ranking committee  

Preliminary, Paper I (General Studies) 
Rank Institute Name Strength  Weakness 

1 TIME IAS Academy Low fees structure and less 
advertisement 

Lack of online support and website 
development.  

2 Shankar IAS 
Academy 

Better institutionalization  
and systemization of coaching process 

Exaggerated success claims and false 
promises. 

3 Officers IAS 
Academy 

UPSC only model 
Exorbient fees structure and trailing on 
their past.  

Mains  

Rank GS 1 GS 2 GS 3 GS 4 
1 Shankar IAS Academy  TIME IAS Academy TIME IAS Academy TIME IAS Academy 

2 TIME IAS Academy Ganesh’s IAS   Nil Officers IAS Academy 

     

3 Smart Larders IAS Kamaraj IAS Academy Officers IAS Academy   Nil 

http://iasscore.in/ias-classes/classroom-program.php

